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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Navigating uncertainties of death: Minimally Invasive Autopsy
Technology in global health
Halina Suwalowska , Patricia Kingori and Michael Parker

Ethox Centre, Wellcome Centre for Ethics and Humanities, Nuffield Department of Population Health, University of
Oxford, Oxford, UK

ABSTRACT
Global health practitioners and policymakers have become increasingly
vocal about the complex challenges of identifying and quantifying the
causes of death of the world’s poorest people. To address this cause-of-
death uncertainty and to minimise longstanding sensitivities about full
autopsies, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have been one of the
foremost advocates of minimally invasive autopsy technology (MIA).
MIA involves using biopsy needles to collect samples from key organs
and body fluids; as such, it is touted as potentially more acceptable and
less invasive than a complete autopsy, which requires opening the
cadaver. In addition, MIA is considered a good means of collecting
accurate bodily samples and can provide the crucial information
needed to address cause-of-death uncertainty. In this paper, we employ
qualitative data to demonstrate that while MIA technology has been
introduced as a solution to the enduring cause-of-death uncertainty,
the development and deployment of technologies such as these always
constitute interventions in complex social and moral worlds; in this
respect, they are both the solutions to and the causes of new kinds of
uncertainties. We deconstruct the ways in which those new dimensions
of uncertainty operate at different levels in the global health context.
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Introduction

Establishing the CHAMPS network: ‘solving mysteries to save lives’

On 6 May 2015, a press release from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation announced the estab-
lishment of its Child Health and Mortality Prevention Surveillance (CHAMPS) network. The stated
goal of the network was to address the ongoing uncertainty in cause-of-death data for children
under the age of five, using a technological solution: minimally invasive autopsy (MIA), also called
Minimally Invasive Tissue Sampling (MITS). MIA technology involves using biopsy needles to col-
lect samples from key organs of the body and fluids and so is argued to be potentially more accep-
table and less invasive than a full autopsy, which requires opening the cadaver (Castillo et al., 2015;
Castillo et al., 2016) (Figure 1).

The CHAMPS initiative was described by Mr Gates as ‘the most exciting, high-stakes work we
fund solving mysteries to save lives’ (Gates & Gates, 2017). CHAMPS, a $75-million, 20-year
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programme, was to be established in areas with high child mortality rates in sub-Saharan Africa and
South Asia, with a plan to expand the programme to 20 locations in total as it progressed.

The launch of the programme received considerable publicity. Mr Gates gave media interviews in
which he expressed confidence that MIA technology could close an important information gap. The
press hailed the MIA technological solution as possibly contributing to decreasing mortality in chil-
dren: ‘Championed by Bill Gates, innovative autopsies could unlock mystery of early childhood
deaths’ (Stiffler, 2017); ‘Bill Gates’s Quest to Determine Why Children Are Dying – an interview
with Gates about why so many newborns die in developing countries and what he thinks he can
do about it’ (Khazan, 2015). This excitement was also shared by other stakeholders. The Centre for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Director and CHAMPS collaborator Tom Frieden asserted

Figure 1. Minimally Invasive Autopsy (MIA), also called Minimally Invasive Tissue Sampling (MITS) is perceived as a technological
solution possibly contributing to decreasing mortality in children under five. Copyright © Anna Suwalowska 2022
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that it would ‘help us find, stop, and prevent outbreaks’ and ‘not only save children in Africa and Asia
but will help to make the world a safer, healthier place for everyone’. Scott Dowell from the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation hailed the CHAMPS programme as ‘pretty unprecedented’ (Stiffler, 2017).

Cause of death uncertainty in global health
CHAMPS’ goal of addressing the uncertainty in cause-of-death data for children relates to a core pro-
blem in global health: that of the enduring and interconnected uncertainties in relation to mortality
data across all demographics, particularly in the Global South. Death is certain and a biological given;
however, at global and national levels, persistent uncertainty surrounds the exact numbers of deaths
occurring and the causes of these individual deaths (Byass, 2009; Byass, 2016,). Solving the cause-of-
death uncertainty in global health is complex. This knowledge gap is exacerbated by the low measure-
ments of deaths in the Global South due to lack of capacity and a general underdevelopment of health
systems. Furthermore, causes of deaths are not collected, as many people die in their homes without
having been seen by a qualified medical professional and are buried or cremated with their medical
history unknown (Abouzahr et al., 2015; Adair, 2021; Jha, 2014; Setel et al., 2007; Vogel, 2012). A
study by Adair (2021) has estimated that 60% of deaths in the Global South occur at home, compared
with 27% in high-income countries. Furthermore, there is considerable variation in the percentage of
deaths occurring at home; it is highest in countries in South, East and Southeast Asia and sub-Saharan
Africa. Adding to this complexity is the fact that even for those who die in hospitals, clinical autopsy –
a gold standard for determining the cause of death – is rarely conducted due to low acceptability and
lack of facilities and trained pathologists (Anim, 2015; Lishimpi et al., 2001; Mfutso-Bengu, 2002; Tan
et al., 2010; Ugiagbe & Osifo, 2012; Wilson et al., 2018). Moreover, diagnostic tools before a death
occurs are limited. As a result, cause- of- death assignments on death certification made by physicians
are often inaccurate and unreliable.

As a partial solution to addressing the knowledge gap, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
has recommended the use of verbal autopsy – a structured interview carried out by a trained pro-
fessional with relatives or other caregivers to estimate the cause of death when death occurs outside
a health facility (WHO, 2016). Verbal autopsy has been utilised in many countries and has contrib-
uted to narrowing the information gap; however, it has many limitations. For example, although a
verbal autopsy provides an estimation of the patterns of a cause of death at community level, it is
not an accurate method for attributing causes of death at the individual level (Byass, 2010). Further-
more, the verbal autopsy tool is not precise when determining the cause of death in children, as
symptoms are often indistinguishable (Coldham et al., 2000; Soofi et al., 2015).

With global and national health practitioners and policymakers confronted with the challenge of
identifying and quantifying cause of death, the promise of CHAMPS’MIA technology has engaged
a wide range of actors at global, national and local levels who have advocated for MIA technology.
This is in addition to stakeholders from the private sector, local research institutes and government
agencies all endorsing the promise of MIA technology. To put this in context, incomplete or inac-
curate cause-of-death data has been an obstacle faced by several communities; as such, they are
further weighed down by the challenge of improving clinical practice and reducing preventable
child mortality. According to their aims, CHAMPS’ commitment is consistent with the major glo-
bal theme of solving malnutrition and poverty and the Sustainable Development Goal 3.2, which
aims to eradicate all preventable under-five childhood deaths by 2030 globally (WHO, 2020).

MIA developments

MIA is an umbrella term that includes a range of technologies used throughout the world with a
variety of strategies. In high-income countries, these include the use of MIA imaging techniques
to investigate stillbirths and neonatal deaths and to guide needle biopsies (Breeze et al., 2007;
Garg et al., 2009; Sebire, 2006; Sebire et al., 2012) and can also be used as an alternative to a cor-
oner’s autopsy (Roberts & Traill, 2014). In low-income settings, these technologies remain
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unrealistic because of the high costs of the technology. In these settings, the MIA procedure has
been simplified, with no imaging techniques required. This form of MIA involves using hollow nee-
dles to sample key organs of the body and fluids without having to open the body of the deceased
(Bassat et al., 2013; Castillo et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2014;).

The first attempt to develop and test the use of MIA for cause-of-death investigation in the Glo-
bal South was carried out by Castillo et al. (2015) as part of the CaDMIA study. A standardised MIA
procedure was developed and tested in a series of 30 autopsies performed at the Maputo Central
Hospital, Mozambique. The results, which were published in 2015, concluded that.

a simplified MIA technique allows obtaining adequate material from body fluids and major organs leading to
accurate diagnoses. This procedure could improve the determination of cause of death in developing countries.
(Castillo et al., 2015, p. 2)

Further validation studies of MIA have been carried out among different age groups (Bassat, 2017;
Bassat et al., 2017; Castillo et al., 2016; Martínez et al., 2016; Menéndez et al., 2017), while a social
study has investigated the hypothetical acceptability of MIA across several settings (Maixenchs
et al., 2016).

Following the encouraging results of the abovementioned studies, in 2016, the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation set up the Child Health andMortality Prevention Surveillance (CHAMPS) network
with the aims of providing information on the causes of childhood mortality in the highest-mortality
regions of sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia, ending preventable child mortality, and addressing
issues around validity and regional representation of data (Farag et al., 2017). The Foundation also
established the MITS Surveillance Alliance, which aims to ‘improve cause of death ascertainment
through the expansion of the use of MITS globally’ and ‘facilitate the use of MITS by interested insti-
tutions and researchers and help grow the network of partners using pathology-based surveillance in
various populations, geographies, and contexts’ (MITS Surveillance Alliance, 2022).

MIA creating new uncertainties

In this paper, we present an analysis of the views of our interviewees on MIA technology in global
health, paying particular attention to the MIA technology employed by the CHAMPS programme
and the programme itself. Reference to other MIA research is made in the text.

The data shows that while MIA technology was presented by some interviewees as a ‘magic bullet’
solution (Cueto et al., 2013) to the problem of uncertainty about the cause of death in global health,
the development and deployment of technologies such as MIA always constitute interventions in
complex social and moral worlds; in this respect they are both solutions to and creators of new
and enduring uncertainties. Uncertainties created by MIA operate at different levels in the global
health context: local, health system and policy levels. First, at local level, uncertainties arise whenmak-
ing requests to carry out MIA and in navigating the complexities of the sociocultural values of com-
munities while meeting the programme’s goals. Secondly, at health system level, MIA creates several
uncertainties by diverting attention and resources away from more intractable and systemic issues,
which remain central in terms of why people experiencing deprivation are being guided towards
an unobtainable ‘techno-fix’. Thirdly, at policy level, uncertainty arises in identifying the beneficiaries
of the programme and the future ownership of the data collected using MIA technology.

Methods

The primary research question of this study is: what are the perceptions of and ethical issues arising
from the implementation of MIA technology in the Global South? Data collection was conducted
between January and November 2018.

To answer the above research question, a qualitative approach involving semi-structured in-
depth interviews (online and face-to-face) was applied. This is the optimal methodology for
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answering research questions that shed light on complex, nuanced situations where interpersonal
ambiguity and multiple interpretations exist (Austin & Sutton, 2014). In addition, this method
allowed us to collect in-depth information by asking clarifying questions and requesting more
in-depth information about the reasons for respondents’ initial answers (Blaxter et al., 2006).

A purposive sampling strategy, which means deliberately choosing respondents in order to
reflect some features or characteristics of interest (Green & Browne, 2005) was combined with a
certain amount of ‘snowball’ sampling. The aim of the chosen sampling method was to explore
the views of those involved in the implementation of MIA technology on the global and local
level, proponents of other methods, and those who were knowledgeable about mortality measure-
ments in global health. This sampling strategy was best suited to capture a wide range of voices and
to map out the range and different types of relevant experiences; it also allowed sampling to be
informed by the concurrent data analysis.

Prior to the data collection, a range of organisations, programmes and individuals from the Glo-
bal South and North were purposively identified. The initial list included CHAMPS network gran-
tees in the USA, Africa and Asia; research funders; researchers who utilised MIA/autopsy in their
studies, including the CaDMIA project; pathologists; and global health experts working in organ-
isations invested in collecting or using mortality data, such as the WHO, the World Bank and the
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME). As the data collection progressed, the list of
interviewees evolved. Further interviewees were identified through snowball sampling – those
who were interviewed suggested others who could take part in the study.

47 individuals were interviewed. Interviews were conducted face-to-face where possible, and
otherwise via video-calling or by phone, given the diverse geographical spread. The study was
approved by the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics Committee (OxTREC Reference: 521-517) as a
minimal risk study. Many of the participants were key experts in their field, holding senior positions
and significant professional credentials, and described themselves as having several institutional
affiliations. The themes explored in the interviews included: current methods of measuring mor-
tality and cause of death in the Global South; developments around MIA implementation; practical
ethical challenges; and the future of MIA. The topic guide developed for structuring the interviews
was used flexibly, allowing the flow of the interviews to be guided by the responses, without rigid
adherence to a structure that might have affected the rapport and the information shared.

Data analysis was an iterative process during the project, conducted in tandem with data collec-
tion. The interview data was analysed using thematic analysis, which allowed us to map out the
issues, descriptions, interpretations and experiences of the experts interviewed in the study.

Following the first few interviews, a preliminary exploratory analysis was conducted; that is, the
data was initially hand-coded on printed documents by labelling fragments of interview extracts
with phrases that captured the meaning of the data. The raw data (interview transcripts) was
then entered into NVivo, but uncoded. The codes initially generated from the previous round of
coding on interviews were entered as nodes. This produced an initial code list. Entering the data
into NVivo allowed for further collapsing and merging of codes into initial themes. These were
again recoded by going back to the interviews as part of an iterative process to check conceptual
validity within codes. During the later recoding steps, there were occasions when codes had to
be revisited and re-categorised (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Finally, the codes produced after this
round of NVivo recoding were collapsed, resulting in the themes and sub-themes.

The quotations used in this article are available in the online supplement.

Results

MIA: a potential solution to cause-of-death uncertainty in global health

The accounts of the MIA stakeholders at the core of the CHAMPS programme highlight their pos-
ition of certainty that MIA technology will solve the data gap problem in the Global South, thus
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decreasing global child mortality and ‘saving lives’ (quotation). For these stakeholders, the MIA
technology solution in the CHAMPS programme is on course to gather ‘definite’, ‘gold standard’
(quotations), pathology-based information on the causes of stillbirth, neonates and child deaths
in the parts of Africa and South Asia with the highest rates of these mortalities. The level of detail
and the quality of the information provided by MIA technology was further described as ‘unprece-
dented’ (quotation) by a CHAMPS stakeholder interviewed for this study. This is because pathol-
ogy-based surveillance of mortality in children has not previously been carried out anywhere in the
world. As the quotation below illustrates, there is a dearth of information about cause of mortality
in children:

Quotation 1 (see supplement 1)

Many interviewees expressed high hopes and expectations for the future outcomes of the
CHAMPS programme and the potential impacts of the follow-up interventions. MIA technol-
ogy is expected, for the first time, to provide countries with ‘real data’ (quotation) about
cause of death in children rather than imprecise estimates. Consequently, the technologies
and interventions generated based on MIA data are expected to improve national health
interventions and decrease mortality in children. This will happen first at CHAMPS locations
and then nationally and globally once the data is extrapolated and the programme is rolled
out more broadly, according to some interviewees. This would in turn help to lower under-
five mortality in all countries where such programmes are carried out. For some interviewees
who were not involved in the CHAMPS programme, an ideal outcome would be the ability
for countries to build sustainable lab capacity, with a set of people, instruments and tools for
surveillance, including mortality surveillance and calibrating verbal autopsy tools. Therefore
MIA technology could potentially have enormous leverage on the measurement of population
health.

Ethical and social uncertainties at local levels: MIA technology in the social world

The interviewees generally agreed that MIA technology, by virtue of being less invasive, is more
acceptable to the family members of the deceased, both in CHAMPS and in other programmes
using MIA. As a result, consent rates for MIA technology in the CHAMPS programme are higher
than for full autopsy. As one interviewee put it, ‘the worst – the death of a child – has already hap-
pened’, suggesting that the MIA procedure cannot do more harm than the death has already done.
However, many interviewees noted that MIA still involves interactions with a recently dead body,
which presents several ethical, cultural and logistical challenges; some of these do not differ much
from the challenges emerging from a full autopsy procedure, even if MIA is indeed less invasive
than full autopsy.

In anticipation of those challenges and to address them, the Social Behavioural Science team at
CHAMPS has conducted formative research in order to understand the feasibility of implementing
mortality surveillance at each site by, for example, discussing the feasibility of MIA with religious
leaders. The socio-behavioural research and continuous community engagement developed and
carried out by staff in each country are cases in point. These activities were described by CHAMPS
stakeholders as key to the successful implementation of the programme and the long-term commit-
ment from CHAMPS to the study sites. The CHAMPS interviewees explained that the team works
to increase the acceptability of CHAMPS at community and individual level. This is done, for
example, through community meetings and community sensitisation. As explained by one of the
interviewees, the focus of the discussion with communities and families is the protection of the
health of children and the possibility of saving their lives, rather than death itself; one interviewee
noted that:
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Quotation 2

Death and burial practices
The Social Behavioural Science team also addresses the issues relating to CHAMPS being able to
carry out their surveillance in such a way as to create minimal disruption to cultural norms and
religious practices, priorities and values at the time of a child’s death. As a CHAMPS interviewee
put it:

Quotation 3

As explained by the interviewees, the implementation of MIA technology, whether CHAMPS or
others, may collide with cultural and religious obligations towards the dead by interrupting the
flow of death rituals and interfering with sacred moments. For example, while MIA is permissible
within the Islamic religious tradition under certain circumstances, it interferes with the ritual of
washing the dead body and delays the burial, which should take place as soon as possible, usually
within 24 h of the death. In the CHAMPS programme, the logistics of handling a dead body for this
complex surveillance activity are dictated by time pressure; the MIA procedure needs to be con-
ducted within 12 h after death occurs. The process involves being notified of the death, approaching
the family, transporting the body, conducting the MIA procedure, and bringing the body back in
time for burial prayers and clothing of the body.

In each site, therefore, local teams have a responsibility to understand the family’s religious and
cultural systems before they start the consent process. This is done by involving insiders from the
community such as religious leaders, who have been knowledgeable about local issues since before
CHAMPS was established. Nevertheless, these interruptions instigate ethical dilemmas and moral
uncertainty and may require moral trade-offs. In the quotation below, an interviewee explains the
dynamics between the absolute and relative implications and benefits related to MIA, as discussed
with Islamic religious leaders:

Quotation 4

Consent process
The interviewees explained that the decision of whether to consent to the MIA procedure is, in most
cases, made collectively by the family, even if the consent form is eventually signed by just one per-
son or both parents. In that respect, an MIA request may create a rift in the family when there are
divergent opinions on whether or not to consent. Therefore, the complexities relating to MIA
requests have been acknowledged and accommodated in the consent process in the CHAMPS pro-
gramme, as well as in earlier MIA research carried out in other programmes. For instance, families
are given ample time to make the decision and all relevant family members are included, even if
remotely. As explained by a pathologist from the Global South, in their experience, members of
the same community, and even the same family, do not always hold the same views on post-mortem
procedures, including MIA, even if they share the same religious or cultural beliefs. As others noted,
family decisions are dependent on internal power dynamics, in which age, gender and economic
status all play a role. One interviewee noted that MIA technology requests may unintentionally
exacerbate gender inequalities, as they put the mother under emotional pressure during the grieving
process. Therefore, at some sites a grief counsellor is involved to support family members during
the process.

Some interviewees argued that requesting consent for MIA shortly after a death has occurred
may compromise the process. This is because grieving families may be so distraught that they
may not fully comprehend the information given to them, due to the significant emotional impact
of the loss of a child. A suggested solution for this would be for MIA to be part of standard health-
care procedure, with consent not required. However, it has been noted that this may not be a
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feasible option due to potential distrust of communities; there may be a high level of anxiety among
families and communities about ‘mistreatment’ (quotation) of dead bodies, based on a wider mis-
trust of post-mortem procedures associated with forensic cases or potential misuse of the organs.

Ethical uncertainties in offering incentives
One of the ethical issues that was brought up by the CHAMPS stakeholders related to questions
around the meaning of death and burial while ensuring that no ethical dilemmas are created for
families who consent to MIA. In the interviews, we heard that family members might be put in
a ‘double bind’ (quotation) in that they may not want to carry out the procedure because it is against
their belief system, but if they do consent to the procedure, they receive a benefit that they would
not otherwise have. In one of the locations, for example, the CHAMPS programme offers support
for families that consent to MIA, including paying for mortuary bills, transport of the body for bur-
ial, and an unconditional financial incentive that will cover the cost of purchasing a coffin or other
expenses. For most parents, ascertaining the cause of death of their child was their primary motive
for consenting to MIA – as stated at the end of the consent process, it was information they would
not have learnt otherwise; however, some – suggested to be the poorest – may have consented
because of their poor economic standing. The quotation below illustrates this point:

Quotation 5

Conversely, one interviewee suggested that knowing the cause of death is not a priority for some
families at the time when consent is requested, shortly after the death occurs. At that time, the pri-
ority is the burial and taking care of burial-related expenses. Still, it was reported that some parents
did not want to know the cause of death when the team contacted them after the MIA process. As
interviewees explained, there could be many reasons for this, such as emotional pain after losing a
child, perceived lack of benefit in knowing the cause of death, and also already benefiting from the
support provided by CHAMPS. In response to such situations, CHAMPS interviewees acknowl-
edged and discussed the complexities of the ethical dilemmas that emerge when approaching
families at a time of grieving, the ethical challenges in offering the incentives in the CHAMPS pro-
gramme, and the way these had been addressed at the time of this study (2018).

Quotation 6

Implications of finding the cause of death
Some interviewees reported that families who consent to MIA benefit by gaining access to the
cause-of-death information for their child, which they would not otherwise have. This is because
in these settings, diagnostic tools are limited and post-mortem examinations are almost non-exist-
ent. However, MIA findings regarding the cause of death, similarly to a full autopsy procedure, may
have significant social and psychological consequences for the family members of the deceased. A
few interviewees working in the CHAMPS programme have discussed the social and ethical uncer-
tainties that arise for the families after they learn the cause of death. Dealing with complex family
and social dynamics after the cause of death is disclosed have been given extra focus so that indi-
viduals and families are approached in an appropriate manner. In some cases, for example, inter-
viewees explained that the cause-of-death feedback may trigger a ‘blame game’ (quotation) among
the family or cause further distress to the parents if the cause of death turns out to be unknown or a
stigmatised disease. A case in point would be disclosing the HIV status of a dead child. While an
HIV-positive status does not stigmatise the child who died prematurely, one interviewee explained,
it does put a spotlight on the child’s mother, father, and, depending on the individual circum-
stances, other people. This is important because, as one interviewee suggested, it is likely that the
parents of a deceased child who consent to the MIA procedure have not envisaged the consequences
of knowing the cause of death, including HIV disclosure, family treatment, and potential family
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discord. To avoid the stigma associated with HIV and to respect the confidentiality of the findings,
the CHAMPS team offers to pay for the parents’ transport to the hospital and report the results
there, not in their home, so that the parents are not asked about the child’s cause of death by
other family members or neighbours. These complex situations raise many ethical dilemmas for
the research team such as how and to whom to disclose the findings; for example, should the father
be informed if he is no longer in a relationship with the mother? Should the findings be disclosed to
both parents or to the mother first?

Uncertainties at health system levels

Where were you when my child was still alive?
The interviewees also highlighted the uncertainties surrounding the aims of the programme versus
their anticipated obligations towards the local communities where the programme is to be carried
out for the next 15 years or so. There is a general negative perception in these communities about
health systems in terms of availability and quality of services, interviewees reported. A child might
be sick for a long time with no outreach from the local health system; however, in contrast, once the
child dies, these resources are mobilised to carry out MIA. For parents, who often cannot differen-
tiate between the CHAMPS surveillance programme and the local health system, this is a serious
concern, as illustrated by the quotations below:

Quotation 7

Quotation 8

With immediate research efforts focusing on dead rather than living children, healthcare issues for
the living remain unresolved, with numerous ethical issues emerging as a result. For example, some
of the interviewees discussed an ethical concern regarding the responsibilities of the CHAMPS pro-
gramme towards families beyond identifying and informing them about cause of death. In countries
where MIA technology is implemented, healthcare resources are limited; some families who con-
sent to MIA may be living in poverty. Consequently, while some parents might learn the cause
of death of their child, in some instances they cannot act on this information, as illustrated by
the quotation below:

Quotation 9

Another interviewee involved in CHAMPS suggested that the programme should consider extend-
ing its care to the parents of deceased children. They explained that as grieving the loss of a child is a
long-term process, the MIA requests and follow-up process might trigger some negative psycho-
logical reactions. Therefore, some suggested that the CHAMPS programme needs to adopt a hol-
istic approach when engaging with mourning families and take responsibility for their wellbeing.
There was also a suggestion that CHAMPS should look beyond the medical causes of death and
expand in order to address the vulnerability of children dying from unnatural causes of death,
such as family violence; this would allow them to be fully embedded in and supportive of the
community.

In this light, some interviewees questioned whether the CHAMPS programme could distance
itself from the responsibilities involved or whether it should play a greater role in strengthening
health systems in the countries where MIA technology is implemented. At the time of this research,
CHAMPS was addressing the rift between community expectations and the programme’s activities
by identifying activities for supporting maternal and child health that align with the community’s
priorities and interests over and above mortality surveillance. For example, in one of the studied
country sites, community health fairs were organised in order to provide preventive health
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information, childhood immunisations and cancer screenings to the community. By doing so,
CHAMPS were hoping to gain the community’s trust and demonstrate their desire to improve
the health of children and mothers in support and in conjunction with the values of the
communities.

Local uptake of data, capacity building and sustainability
Many interviewees claimed that MIA technology could potentially provide countries with essen-
tial data about cause of death among children for the first time. This will, in turn, enable gov-
ernments to make ‘smarter choices’ (quotation), target health policies at local and national
levels, and allocate resources efficiently. An example of the CHAMPS programme’s benefits to
the local community is the ‘data to action’ element, where the findings generated through the
programme are developed into local, regional and national action plans for countries. As
some interviewees explained, one of the first priorities of ‘data to action’ is that the local com-
munities that provide the context for generating the data are the first to benefit from the action
plans developed as an output by CHAMPS. An example given was that finding a cause of death
that is a notifiable or reportable disease such as HIV or tuberculosis will generate an immediate
public health response, screening the family and potentially members of the community, and
then providing support services for them.

Furthermore, CHAMPS members explained that CHAMPS’ findings have the potential to influ-
ence local health policies. To do so, the programme works closely with local health institutions and
local and national governments in each of the countries they are based, so that government min-
isters and institutions will understand and contribute to the utilisation of the MIA technology
within the country. In some countries, the CHAMPS principal investigators are also employees
of the Ministry of Health, which facilitates collaboration. Governments have been part of ‘the
DNA’ (quotation) of the CHAMPS programme since the conception and implementation of the
project, as illustrated by the quotation below:

Quotation 10

The abovementioned collaborations have not always been straightforward; some interviewees who
were not directly involved in CHAMPS expressed uncertainty about the integration of the data into
current health systems. A senior global health specialist not involved in the CHAMPS programme
expressed a rather sceptical view, suggesting that involving local governments from a regulatory
point of view was ‘trivial’ (quotation) but that the programme was not ‘all that fascinating to
local governments because there is no suggestion that CHAMPS provides a national service’ (quota-
tion), which indicates that there is ambiguity in the terms of collaboration between the entities.
Another interviewee appreciated having ‘real’ (quotation) MIA data on child mortality, as opposed
to no data, inaccurate verbal autopsy data or imprecise estimates. However, another criticism is that
the number of deaths investigated using MIA will be insignificant when weighed against all deaths
occurring in a country. Furthermore, MIA data is not representative of all deaths occurring within a
country; it is limited to health facility catchment areas. As such, national governments cannot rely
solely on MIA data for decision-making, some claimed, and consequently the future use of the data
by governments is not certain. An interviewee involved in the CHAMPS programme also indicated
that engaging with the Ministry of Health involves the country’s national politics; therefore, it is
sometimes complicated.

The implementation of CHAMPS data has been perceived to have a strong ethical dimension. A
global health professional stated that the way this information will be used by communities, and
eventually by the countries in whose systems the interventions are carried out, is critical. Pointing
out that CHAMPS prioritises the generation of information on the causes of child mortality, they
opined that it would be ‘morally reprehensible’ (quotation) if governments were not presented with
the opportunity to take advantage of this data.
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Similarly, the need for capacity building emerged as one of the compelling themes in the discourse
around the obligations of the CHAMPS programme to the countries. Importantly, capacity building
has been explained as ‘a great side-benefit of CHAMPS but not the central focus of the programme
per se’ (quotation); it is executed if aligned with the focus of the programme on collecting cause-of-
death information for children under five, CHAMPS stakeholders explained. Despite this claim, some
global health professionals who were not involved in CHAMPS did perceive the programme as poten-
tially capable of playing a critical role in improving countries’ overall health infrastructure. They took
the view that CHAMPS could be instrumental in providing the laboratories that countries would need
as they moved forward with building their healthcare systems. Some of these activities have already
taken place according to CHAMPS members. They listed capacity development training for people
working on the CHAMPS system as an example. Essentially, because of CHAMPS, there has been
a strengthening of local pathologists and pathology systems for carrying out the laboratory testing
and instant pathology that is critical for CHAMPS, as well as further opportunities for local public
health leaders to take the information from CHAMPS and act on it.

Moreover, the discussion about capacity building brought up ethical concerns among some of
the interviewees, including the responsibility of the CHAMPS programme to ensure that the
countries under study become independent in their endeavours. This discussion also brought to
light the different expectations of individuals and organisations regarding the delivery and duties
of the programme versus the specific goal of identifying cause of death among under-five children.

Another key theme emerging from the data is the sustainability of the CHAMPSMIA technology in
the Global South. This technology requires a high financial investment, and the current costs of imple-
menting it are perceived as too high to be covered by national governments, an interviewee explained.
Many of the interviewees had doubts that MIA technology as used in the CHAMPS programme would
become part of standard healthcare in the Global South – where resources are scarce even for living
patients – unless the costs of the technology decrease, the technology is simplified, or it proves economi-
cally beneficial for the countries and hence worth investing in. In countries with very limited resources
to spend on living patients, justifying the investment of such a substantial amount of money in ascer-
taining cause of death would be challenging both ethically and politically, as the quotation below affirms:

Quotation 11

Some accounts that emerged from the interviews suggest ethical concerns around allocating a sig-
nificant number of resources to a potentially unsustainable technology in low-income settings. One
interviewee speculated that even if MIA technology proves to be a good way of diagnosing cause of
death, there is no guarantee that this approach will be widely adopted or utilised, even if the results
of the CHAMPS study are very positive. It could potentially end up being accepted as a good way of
diagnosing causes of death, she/he argued. However, ‘uptake and the results are two very different
things’ (quotation) and making MIA a routine method of measuring cause of death would require
the advocacy and education of a diverse group of stakeholders in different areas, including medical
schools, postgraduate training, and ministries of health.

Uncertainties at policy levels: who benefits and who owns the data

Another uncertainty discussed by the interviewees is associated with the primary beneficiaries of
MIA technology. While some of the CHAMPS interviewees argued that the primary beneficiaries
of the technology are the communities (even if in the long run) or countries participating in the
programme, the predominant view among many interviewees was that the primary audience is
the global health community. More specific examples of ‘global beneficiaries’ (quotation) were
mostly in the areas of maternal health and childhood health and mortality; they included global fun-
ders, researchers, policymakers, global health agencies, the Global Burden of Disease group, and
researchers working in the abovementioned medical areas.
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Above all, the founder of the CHAMPS network, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, was
perceived as the primary beneficiary of MIA technology. The involvement of the Foundation in
addressing the uncertainty around cause-of-death data in global health was commented on and dis-
puted by many interviewees involved in global health work and by those working in local health
institutions. Some interviewees speculated that the Foundation would use MIA data to make invest-
ments and ‘develop new technologies’ (quotation) and that the most likely outcome of MIA tech-
nology, and possibly the one most welcomed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, would be
new vaccine technologies. For example, a global health expert pointed out that the Foundation’s
emphasis has very much been on children under five, which is ‘coincidentally’ (quotation) the
age group where vaccines are important. These speculations were based on the Foundation’s record
of investing millions of dollars in technological solutions to global health challenges and the fact
that the granularity of the data collected through MIA would allow such developments.

Quotation 12

Many applauded the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s plans, including the funding of the
CHAMPS network, and flagged up their successful track record in global health, highlighting
that the Foundation was pushing boundaries in innovation, demonstrating the utility of MIA tech-
nology, potentially investing in a field where others were not, and essentially filling a gap. However,
others argued that there was no ‘magic bullet’ for mortality reduction and pointed out that the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation was primarily interested in pursuing high-profile projects, rather
than, for example, low-key investment in improving countries’ health systems. It was noted that
the Foundation had ‘much deeper pockets than everybody else put together’ (quotation), and
with ‘money always wielding power’ (quotation). Therefore, some of those interviewed expressed
their concerns about the accountability and transparency of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
as illustrated in the following quotation:

Quotation 13

Future of samples: global or national good?
There was an uncertainty expressed by some interviewees surrounding the future storage and own-
ership of the biological samples collected using MIA technology. CHAMPS data is open-source
(CHAMPS, 2022). However, as explained by an interviewee, the future storage and use of biological
materials collected through the MIA technology used by the CHAMPS programme were not clear at
the time of conducting the study (2018). The collected specimens are owned by the country and the
CHAMPS network. They are held at biobanks in countries with laboratory information systems and
are also stored in the USA, ‘mirroring’ (quotation) each other. For every site, there is a Specimen
Access Working Group, with a government representative who decides how the site specimens are
going to be used. Each country has control over its own specimens and has the right to ask
CHAMPS to destroy the samples. There is as yet no agreement or certainty about what will happen
to the specimens once the CHAMPS network completes its work in a couple of decades, or who will
own the samples in the long term, a CHAMPS interviewee noted. Another interviewee – not a
CHAMPS member – speculated that it would be difficult for the governments of the countries par-
ticipating in the CHAMPS programme to prevent their biological materials from being used once
the samples leave the respective countries. In these instances, the national authorities could lose
control over the biological materials collected through MIA technology, as explained below:

Quotation 14

This scenario demonstrates a potential ethical tension over a specimen being perceived as a global
good rather than a country-specific material, especially in relation to potential health emergencies
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such as new diseases that may appear in the future, or other currently unknown scenarios such as
the issue of specimen ownership during epidemics.

Limitations of ‘magic bullet’ technology.
Full attention has been given to the certainty and standardisation ofMIA data; however, paradoxically
and despite the expectation that MIA technology will be able to collect ‘definite’ cause-of-death data,
our findings suggest that the technology still has some limitations that will not allow it to eradicate
uncertainty completely. Some interviewees suggested that while the MIA technology of the CHAMPS
programme is accurate in determining causes of death relating to infectious diseases, it is less accurate
in recognising non-infectious diseases or, in cases of child death, congenital malformations. Some
interviewees argued that childhood mortality is mostly caused by infectious diseases and therefore
MIA technology is an appropriate solution; however, others pointed out that the technology might
not be useful in addressing the data gap for older age groups. As such, those interviewees argued
that MIA technology should not be viewed as sharing the gold standard of full autopsy.

The overwhelming amount of data collected through MIA technology makes it more difficult to
interpret the findings and assign a final cause of death, as the quotation below illustrates:

Quotation 15

Furthermore, the practice of determining ‘the’ cause of death is a complex process, and ‘the’ cause of death
might be in fact a ‘whole chain of causations’, leaving the cause of death assignment more ambiguous.

Discussion

In this paper, we have discussed the different dimensions of uncertainty created by the implemen-
tation of MIA technology in the Global South by the CHAMPS programme. The findings show that
while MIA technology is perceived by some as a ‘magic bullet’ solution to addressing cause-of-death
uncertainty in the Global South, this technology also causes epistemological and ontological uncer-
tainties at local, national and global levels.

This paper contributes to the discourse on the manifestations of uncertainty in global health,
particularly the social and ethical uncertainties created by the technological solutions employed
in global health interventions. Several aspects of the findings are not limited to research in MIA
but are a key point that should be addressed in any research project applying post-mortem pro-
cedures or involving low-income populations and different financial sources. For example, the
implications of finding the cause of death have similarities to providing a diagnosis for living
patients, e.g. reporting genetic test results present in the family or stigmatising a parent who carries
the gene (Marsh et al., 2013). The scientific aims of the CHAMPS surveillance to ascertain cause of
death in children differ from the expressed immediate needs of the community to improve public
health assistance in order to prevent these deaths. This discrepancy of expectations is already
known from other research in low-income settings. Similarly, the ethical issues that emerge
when offering families an incentive for consenting to MIA raises a critical ethical point relating
to local conditions and vulnerabilities, i.e. whether poor families who consent to MIA are invested
in knowing the cause of death or are left with an ‘empty choice’ between participating in the study
and not finding the cause of death. This is an important finding that resonates with the argument
presented by Kingori (2015, p. 764) about the quality of choices offered by research studies carried
out in resource-poor settings in the Global South:

[W]hile biomedical research often involves the rhetoric of choice, or the freedom for individuals to choose to
participate in research, macro-economic and structural factors frame the options and context in which many
prospective participants in Sub-Saharan locations are asked to make such choices […] The discourse of choice
creates an illusion of individual freedom and power, without consideration of structural factors which con-
strain those choices.
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The accounts that emerged from this research confirm CHAMPS as a high-profile global health
programme and the use of MIA technology as unprecedented. With global and national health
practitioners and policymakers confronted with the challenge of identifying and quantifying
cause of death, the CHAMPS programme, using MIA technology, may have a significant impact
on global health by contributing to a decrease in the mortality of children under five. There is
an agreement that technology has played a significant role in reduction of child mortality up
until now (Howitt et al., 2012). Notwithstanding, there are also critical voices arguing that the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has turned to a narrowly conceived understanding of health
‘as the product of technical interventions divorced from economic, social, and political contexts’
(Birn, 2005; McGoey, 2009). However, many applauded the Foundation’s plans and flagged up
their successful track record in global health. Conversely, MIA technology may only partially
solve the problem of cause of death in global health. MIA technology needs to be used in combi-
nation with other horizontal solutions, in parallel with improving local health systems, and should
be tied to a significant rise in living conditions or an improvement in the already widely-used verbal
autopsy methodology.

MIA, like other techno-scientific solutions, is a future-oriented endeavour (Borup et al., 2006)
and the long-term effects of introducing MIA technology into communities, such as ‘technological
surprises’ (Van Asselt & Rotmans, 2002), unexpected consequences, or ‘side effects’ of technologies,
are unknown and difficult to predict. MIA is a technological solution created to find the biological
cause of death, but its implementation in practical terms intersects society, metaphysics and biome-
dicine, bringing these parallel dimensions together. Death is universal, and a biological given; it is
also local, culturally structured, and discussed in a metaphysical sense (Selin & Rakoff, 2019). As
such, there is no certainty about the way the introduction of MIA will, if at all, change values
and social fabric in societies where it interferes with the physical, emotional and social body. It
is uncertain, for example, whether families will be more willing to donate the bodies of their chil-
dren or other family members to MIA, if MIA technology is introduced for other age groups, in
order to learn about their cause of death.

In the context of MIA technology, biological samples taken from cadavers are secured in bio-
banks and not traded per se. Fundamentally, MIA technology is an example of the way dead bodies
can serve the living and be used in global health. The biological samples collected through MIA
could be translated into new knowledge, which in turn may contribute to creating new technologies
and interventions for saving lives. It will be important to explore how the processes of commodifi-
cation of biological materials and knowledge are pursued and to ascertain the nature of the actors
involved. Such future research could answer the following questions: Who profits from commercia-
lising the information collected from dead bodies? How will the commercial profit be shared, and
with whom? Is the principle of reciprocity being honoured? It will also be important to investigate
the access to, and ownership of, the biological samples that are currently held in their respective
countries but also have been exported overseas.

Finally, it will be critical to examine the perspectives of national and local governments on the
value of MIA technology in their respective countries and communities. Further research is needed
in order to investigate how the use of MIA and its outputs is aligned with national health systems
for reducing preventable mortality. This will involve investigating the actual uptake of MIA tech-
nology and the way potential interventions will be financed. More research is also needed in order
to identify the potential beneficiaries of the programme and answer the questions of how the data is
shared, who is able to act on it, and how those decisions are made.

Limitations

Owing to the time constraints of this research project and the potentially different academic orien-
tation of a policy component, relating to the global implementation of MIA technology versus a
qualitative study in the communities where MIA is implemented, the decision was made to
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focus on gathering empirical evidence for the views and experiences of key experts. This might be
perceived as a limitation of the study. The community perspectives presented in the findings are
derived from interviews with participants based in the Global South and researchers who have con-
ducted MIA research studies in the Global South. The data analysis is based on their own experi-
ences, not those of the members of the communities who were being discussed. However, many of
them did live and work in those communities.
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